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1. Introduction

T'HE published photographs of the moon's farside (1960a) are copied, retouched and combined
in order to present the maximum amount of infor
mation in as few photographs as possible. As a check
on the image quality in the 60 degree sector com
mon to both Lunik III and earth-based photographs,
a special projection apparatus is used to produce a
view of this sector as seen from the vehicle at the
time of photography.

In view of the many misidentifications and mis
interpretations present in the Moscow map (1960a),
and to a lesser extent in the Leningrad map (19606),
a schematic chart is given which points out the main
features of the photographs.

In October 1959, the Soviet spacecraft Lunik III
was successfully orbited around the moon's far side,
and photographs taken on 35 mm film through cam
eras equipped with lenses of approximately 8 and
20 inches focal length were televised back to ground
stations after the craft had returned to the earth's
vicinity. Hastily assembled and retouched prints
were released to the press at the end of that month,
but these were not of the best quality, so that doubts
as to their authenticity were expressed at that time.
It was not until the close of 1960 that the fully
processed and reduced data were published by the
U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences; translations into
English of this work are now available (1961a,
19616).

The book briefly describes the method of
securing the original photographic negatives, the
technique used to convert them into radio signals,

the reception and recording of the signals, and the
reconstruction of the photographic images from the
taped records. Dealt with in somewhat greater detail
are methods used to enhance small local differences
in contrast, and procedures for producing a map
from the photographs and for obtaining seleno-
graphic coordinates of various features. The remain
der of the book contains reproductions, at various
degrees of contrast, of selected original negatives;
an extensive table of identified features, with longi
tudes, latitudes and descriptions; and finally, a map
based on a study of the photographs.

An independent reduction of the photographs
was made at Leningrad (19606), with the produc
tion of a schematic chart and an accompanying table
of identifications.

2. Configuration of Sun, Moon, and Lunik III
At the time of photography, the selenocentric

coordinates of Lunik III were approximately 117
deg. west longitude (astronomical direction) and
17 deg. north latitude. The sun's coordinates being
about 120 deg. west longitude and 0 deg. latitude
at this time, it will be appreciated that the moon
presented an almost full aspect to the cameras, the
maximum defect of illumination (approx. 16 deg.)
being situated slightly east of the north pole. These
circumstances are illustrated in plan in Fig. 1, in
which TjWT2 represents the sunlit hemisphere,
TiT2 the terminator, and TiETa the night hemi
sphere (stippled). E and W are the moon's east
and west limbs (astronomical directions as seen in
the sky), situated at longitudes 270 deg. and 90
deg. respectively. The dashed line L3CL4 represents
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